Featured Application: The research aims to lower the natural frequency and to widen the band 
Introduction

32
In recent years there has been a great development of energy harvesting techniques based on 
38
Usually cantilever harvesters are tuned by adding a tip mass [5] [6] , which increases the 39 excitation of the harvester, because the inertia force due to the lumped mass adds to the inertia 40 forces due to the distributed harvester mass. This phenomenon has a beneficial effect on the 41 generated voltage, but it increases the stress inside the harvester, which may be damaged. 
51
The problems of tuning and increasing the bandwidth of a piezoelectric harvester can be 52 tackled by coupling the harvester with a lumped spring-mass system. This technique has been used 53 both in the field of vibrations control and in the field of acoustics. In the former case the added 54 system is named Dynamic Vibration Absorber (DVA) [13] . Since the beginning of 20th century
55
DVAs have been successfully used for controlling vibrations of many mechanical systems including 56 crankshafts, pipes, ships, engines and machine tools [14] . In the field of acoustics the added system 57 is named Helmholtz resonator [15] and it has been used in mufflers [16] and cavities [17] .
58
In the field of energy harvesting several studies have been already carried out. For example
59
[18] in 2005 proposed to attach lead zirconate/lead titanate (PZT) patches (which harvest energy 60 from vibrations) to an auxiliary structure that acts as a DVA for the main vibrating structure.
61
Several researchers studied dynamic magnifiers, which are spring-mass systems placed between 62 the harvester and the moving base [19] . In [20] the dynamic magnifier was added to a piezoelectric 63 stack harvester and the natural frequency of the dynamic magnifier was set equal to the one of the 64 harvester. Numerical results showed the appearance of two resonance peaks, a large increment in 65 the generated power and a significant widening of the bandwidth of the harvester. In [21] the 66 concept of dynamic magnifier was applied to cantilever harvesters. In [22] a cantilever harvester 67 with tip mass was mounted on a supporting beam for lowering the first natural frequency of the 68 integrated system.
69
These concepts were further extended in [23] , where all the modes of a cantilever harvester 70 were tuned to those of a continuous (beam-type) auxiliary structure. Experimental results showed a 71 doubling of resonance peaks in a wide frequency band.
72
A double-mode harvester was developed in [24] . In this case the harvester does not behave like 73 a DVA, but a DVA, composed of a mass and two helicoidal springs, is used for tuning the harvester 74 and for making possible the exploitation of two modes of vibration. A distributed-parameter model
75
and an experiment showed the potentialities of this harvester.
76
A DVA composed of a cantilever beam and a tip mass is more suited to integration with an 77 harvester than a DVA composed of a helicoidal spring and tip mass.
78
This research focuses on piezoelectric harvesters having a multi-layer structure with one or 79 more active layers surrounded by layers of structural, conductive and insulating materials. In these 80 harvesters the structural layer (steel or plastic material) can be extended and shaped to create a 81 DVA, which is named Integrated Tuning Device (ITD). In a simple ITD the structural layer is 82 extended to create a narrow appendix with a final widening: the narrow appendix behaves as a 83 cantilever beam, whereas the final widening behaves as a tip mass. Many alternative designs are 84 possible in order to shape the extension of the structural layer in such a way that a part behaves 85 essentially as a beam and another part behaves essentially as a mass.
86
In order to assess the validity of this concept, some experimental tests were carried out on 87 prototypes made with a simple technology. Results in the frequency domain show that a DVA is 88 able to transform the original resonance peak of the harvester into a pair of new peaks. The former 89 peak has lower frequency than the original peak and is used for tuning the harvester to the main 90 source of vibrations. The latter peak makes it possible to collect a significant amount of energy at 91 high frequency.
92
In order to extend the analysis, a multi-physics finite element (FE) model was developed in 
99
Preliminary design
100
In order to study the effect of the addition of a cantilever DVA to a piezoelectric harvester, 101 some prototypes were designed and built. The starting point was a PPA 1001 harvester built by 102 MIDE. It is a general-purpose unimorph harvester having a rectangular shape (length 41.1 mm,
103
width 20,8 mm) with a PZT 5H piezoelectric layer and a stainless steel structure.
104
Figure 1 shows that the small cantilever beams of the cantilever DVAs were made using 105 harmonic steel wire (radius = 0.15 mm, density = 7850 kg/m 3 ), this solution allowed to obtain a 106 low damped structure. The mass elements were small brass discs, whose masses were measured by 107 means of an analytical balance having a resolution of 0.1 mg.
108
The cantilever DVAs were connected to the free end of the harvester with a removable 109 connection using wax for accelerometers. In some tests the cantilever DVA was joined to the 110 harvester using epoxy adhesive. No difference was found between the results obtained with the 111 two joining techniques.
112
A lumped-element approach was adopted for tuning the cantilever DVA (having stiffness 
124
Equations (1), (2) 
143
(4) is solved using the technique of separation of variables [13] :
145
( ) is an harmonic function with frequency and ( ) contains both harmonic and exponential
146
terms.
147
The equation of motion of the DVA is:
149
If an harmonic solution with the same time function of the harvester is considered:
151 a relation between DVA displacement amplitude 0 and displacement of the harvester tip ( )
152
can be found:
The natural frequencies of the coupled system can be found by imposing the boundary 
159
Calculations were performed numerically and results are summarized in 
168
A specific test rig was developed to excite a small harvester equipped with a cantilever DVA 
175
The aluminum bar was suspended from a frame by means of ropes in order to isolate the 
180
The measurement system included a piezoelectric accelerometer mounted on the clamped base
181
of the cantilever and a piezoelectric load cell mounted on the head of the hammer for modal testing.
182
The signals of the sensors and the voltage generated by the harvester were acquired by means of a 
195
As regards measurement uncertainty, the repeatability of resonance frequencies resulted about 
203
The introduction of the DVA splits the original resonance peak into two new peaks, the former 204 at lower frequency, the latter at higher frequency. The amplitude of the first new peak is slightly 205 lower than the amplitude of the original peak, but it increases if the mass of the DVA increases, see 206 Table 2 . The amplitude of the second new peak is about 1/3 of the one of the original peak and it
207
decreases if the mass of the DVA increases. The frequency interval (∆ ) between the two peaks 208 increases when the mass of the DVA increases. The comparison between Table 1 and Table 2 209
highlights that the simple model of section 2 gives only a first approximation of the natural 210 frequencies of the coupled system.
211
Modal damping was calculated with the half-power-points method [27] . Results, which are 212 summarized in Table 2 , highlight that the damping ratio ζ of the first mode of vibration of the 213 coupled system is essentially equal to the one of the fundamental mode of the harvester alone.
214
The FRFs of Figure 4a show that the cantilever DVA generates two modes of the harvester that 
219
From the point of view of tuning, the cantilever DVA is able to lower the frequency of the main 220 resonance peak by some tens of Hz. It should be noted that the same effect of the cantilever DVA 
235
In equation (9) is the capacitance of the harvester. 
242
Hence, the frequency shifts caused by the cantilever DVAs in the presence of optimal load are 243 similar to those of Table 2 .
244
The power ( ) generated by the harvester in resonance can be calculated from the voltage ( ) 
248
If the base acceleration is set to 10 m/s 2 , Harvester PPA 1001 generates in resonance 1.61 mW,
249
whereas harvester PPA 1001 with A1 generates 0.97 mW at the first resonance and 0.37 mW at the 250 second resonance.
252
Numerical model and validation
253
The PPA 1001 unimorph cantilever is composed of 5 layers of different materials, see Figure 5 .
254
The active layer is made of PZT 5H (0.15 mm), it is partially covered by a copper electrode (0.03 
300
Numerical results and discussion
301
The prototype DVA was built with a simple technology, which is not suited to mass 327 328 Figure 9a shows that ITD1 tunes the main resonance to 87.7 Hz with a peak value (2.0 V/ms -2 ) 329 roughly equal to the one of PPA 1001 alone. The second resonance peak, which appear at 157.5 Hz
330
is much lower than the main peak and is caused by the excitation of the second mode of vibration 331 generated by ITD1. For comparison Figure 9a shows the effect of a large tip mass (0.59 g). In this
332
case the tuning frequency is 88.1 Hz and the peak value is 2.7 V/ms -2 .
333 Figure 9b shows that ITD2 is able to lower the frequency of the main resonance peak to 90.3 
358
There are large cancellations in the generated voltage, which lead to a small resonance peak.
359
The strain distributions in the PZT layer of the harvester equipped with ITD2 are represented layer. The generated voltage is only slightly lower than the one generated at the first resonance. 
376
The most important characteristic of a piezoelectric harvester is the power that it can generate 377 at the various frequencies. In order to calculate the generated power, load resistance was set equal 378 to the optimal value for the first resonance peak (Equation (9)). The harmonic response with a base 379 acceleration of 10 ms -2 was simulated. Calculated results are represented in Figure 12 and the 380 powers generated by the harvesters with ITDs are compared with the powers generated by the 381 harvester alone and by the harvester with a tip mass that tunes the harvester to the same frequency.
382
The power generated by the harvester with ITD1 at the low frequency resonance (87. 
386
The harvester with ITD2 appears suited to operate in the presence of wideband excitation or in 
399
The last numerical analysis here presented deals with the stress analysis inside the 
404
Normal stress in the longitudinal direction σx was calculated, which is the most important 445 allows the collection of significant power (about 0.7 mW) at two frequencies.
446
The comparison between a tip mass and an ITD able to tune the harvester to the same 447 frequency highlights that the mass of the ITD is about 8% of the tip mass, therefore inertia forces are
448
smaller. This fact reduces the generated voltage but also the stress inside the piezoelectric layer.
449
Hence, an ITD is useful for tuning an harvester when vibration levels are high and stress inside an
450
harvester equipped with a tip mass could reach dangerous values.
451
The main limit of an ITD seems the increased length of the device, but this limit could be 457 458
